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Lego Make Your Own Movie
Fans of Chris Ferrie's Quantum Physics for Babies, ABCs of Science, and Organic
Chemistry for Babies will love this introduction to evolutionary biology for babies
and toddlers! Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the room! It
only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind. Written by an expert, Evolution for
Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to evolutionary biology. Babies (and
grownups!) will learn how organisms mutate, evolve, and survive. Co-written by
Cara Florance, who has a PhD in Biochemistry and a BS in Chemistry with work
experience in astrobiololgy and radiation decontamination. With a tongue-in-cheek
approach that adults will love, this installment of the Baby University board book
series is the perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even the youngest
scientists. After all, it's never too early to become a scientist! If you're looking for
the perfect science baby gifts, science for babies, or evolution for kids, look no
further! Evolution for Babies offers fun early learning for your little scientist!

ABCs of Engineering
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Space, ABCs of Physics, and General Relativity for
Babies will love this introduction to science for babies and toddlers! It only takes a
small spark to ignite a child's mind. This alphabetical installment of the Baby
University baby board book series is the perfect introduction to science for infants
and toddlers. It makes a wonderful science baby gift for even the youngest
scientist. Give the gift of learning to your little one at birthdays, baby showers,
holidays, and beyond! A is for Amoeba B is for Bond C is for Conductor From
amoeba to zygote, ABCs of Science is a colorfully simple introduction for
babies—and grownups—to a new science concept for every letter of the alphabet.
Written by an expert, each page in this baby and toddler science book features
multiple levels of text so the book grows along with your little scientist. If you're
looking for the perfect STEAM book for teachers or science toys for babies, look no
further! ABCs of Science offers fun early learning for your little scientist!
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Introductory Calculus for Infants
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Physics, Quantum Physics for Babies, and General
Relativity for Babies will love this introduction to mathematics for babies and
toddlers! It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind. This alphabetical
installment of the Baby University baby board book series is the perfect
introduction to mathematics for infants and toddlers. It makes a wonderful math
baby gift for even the youngest mathematician. Give the gift of learning to your
little one at birthdays, baby showers, holidays, and beyond! A is for Addition B is
for Base C is for Chord From addition to zero, ABCs of Mathematics is a colorfully
simple introduction for babies—and grownups—to a new math concept for every
letter of the alphabet. Written by an expert, each page in this mathematical primer
features multiple levels of text so the book grows along with your little
mathematician. If you're looking for the perfect STEAM book for teachers, calculus
books for babies, or more Baby University books for your little one, look no further!
ABCs of Mathematics offers fun early learning for your little mathematician!

Nuclear Physics for Babies
This survey of topics in Non-Euclidean Geometry is chock-full of colorful diagrams
sure to delight mathematically inclined babies. Non-Euclidean Geometry for Babies
is intended to introduce babies to the basics of Euclid's Geometry, and supposes
that the so-called "Parallel Postulate" might not be true. Mathematician Fred
Carlson believes that it's never too early to introduce children, and even babies, to
the basic concepts of advanced mathematics. He is sure that after reading this
book, the first in his Mathematics for Babies series, you will agree with him! This is
one of two versions of this title. The interior of both books is identical, but the
cover design on this one is done in Pretty Pink, perfect for babies who prefer the
color pink instead of blue. The Baby Blue edition can be found here:
http://www.amazon.com/dp/1481050044

ABCs of Oceanography
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the room by introducing
them to robotics with the next installment of the Baby University board book
series! Enjoy these simple explanations of complex ideas for your future genius.
The perfect robot baby toy or baby engineering book for parents looking to kick
start their baby's learning! Robotics for Babies is a colorful, simple introduction to
the technology behind robots. This engineering board book is full of scientific and
mathematical information from experts Dr. Sarah Kaiser and Chris Ferrie. Robotics
for Babies is the perfect book to teach complex robotics concepts in a simple,
engaging way. It's never too early to become a scientist! Set the children in your
life on a lifelong path to learning with the next incredible installment of the Baby
University board book series. Other Baby University titles include: Quantum
Physics for Babies Rocket Science for Babies and many more!

Quantum Computing for Babies
Simple explanations of complex ideas for your future genius! Written by an expert,
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Electromagnetism for Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to magnetic fields
and how they work. Babies (and grownups!) will learn all about positive charges,
negative charges, and electric currents. With a tongue-in-cheek approach that
adults will love, this installment of the Baby University board book series is the
perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even the youngest scientists. After all,
it's never too early to become a scientist! Baby University: It only takes a small
spark to ignite a child's mind.

8 Little Planets
The bestselling Baby University book series that brought you ABCs of Space,
Rocket Science for Babies, and Quantum Physics for Babies is expanding! Empower
children with this educational doctor book for kids so they can visit the doctor with
courage and curiosity! Every year, you go to the doctor's office to make sure your
body is working like it should. A nurse and doctor will check almost every part of
you. They want to make sure you stay happy and healthy. Written by leading
medical experts, Cara and Jon Florance, this doctor's visit book will take the fear
out of going to the doctor by breaking down what and why a doctor does what he
or she does. My Doctor's Visit is the perfect book for nurses to read and makes a
wonderful addition to other special gifts for your little one, such as toy
stethoscopes for kids, doctor kits for toddlers, and thermometers for babies. Give
the gift of learning to your little one with this baby and toddler doctor book and
help them feel confident about their next doctor's visit!

General Relativity for Babies
Fans of Chris Ferrie's Rocket Science for Babies, Astrophysics for Babies, and 8
Little Planets will love this introduction to the basic principles of probability for
babies and toddlers! Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the
room! It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind. If you took a bite out of a
cookie and that bite has no candy in it, what is the probability that bite came from
a candy cookie or a cookie with no candy? You and baby will find out the
probability and discover it through different types of distribution. Yet another Baby
University board book full of simple explanations of complex ideas written by an
expert for your future genius! If you're looking for baby math books, probability for
kids, or more Baby University board books to surprise your little one, look no
further! Bayesian Probability for Babies offers fun early learning for your little
scientist!

Organic Chemistry for Babies
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Science, ABCs of Space, and Rocket Science for
Babies will love this introduction to biology for babies and toddlers! This
alphabetical installment of the Baby University baby board book series is the
perfect introduction to science for infants and toddlers. It makes a wonderful
science baby gift for even the youngest biologist. Give the gift of learning to your
little one at birthdays, baby showers, holidays, and beyond! A is for Anatomy B is
for Bacteria C is for Cell From anatomy to zoology, the ABCs of Biology is a
colorfully simple introduction to STEM for babies and toddlers to a new biology
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concept for every letter of the alphabet. Written by two experts, each page in this
biology primer features multiple levels of text so the book grows along with your
little biologist. If you're looking for the perfect science toys for babies, STEAM
books for teachers, or a wonderful baby board book to add to a special baby gift
basket, look no further! ABCs of Biology offers fun early learning for your little
scientist!

Climate Change for Babies
From the #1 science author for kids comes this next installment in the best-selling
Baby University series! The ABCs of Oceanography introduces babies (and
grownups!) to a new scientific concept for each letter of the alphabet. Written by
an expert, this is the perfect book for enlightening the next generation of geniuses.
It�s never too early to become an oceanographer!

The Pythagorean Theorem for Babies
An award-winning scientist offers his unorthodox approach to childrearing:
“Parentology is brilliant, jaw-droppingly funny, and full of wisdom…bound to
change your thinking about parenting and its conventions” (Amy Chua, author of
Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother). If you’re like many parents, you might ask family
and friends for advice when faced with important choices about how to raise your
kids. You might turn to parenting books or simply rely on timeworn religious or
cultural traditions. But when Dalton Conley, a dual-doctorate scientist and fullblown nerd, needed childrearing advice, he turned to scientific research to make
the big decisions. In Parentology, Conley hilariously reports the results of those
experiments, from bribing his kids to do math (since studies show conditional cash
transfers improved educational and health outcomes for kids) to teaching them
impulse control by giving them weird names (because evidence shows kids with
unique names learn not to react when their peers tease them) to getting a
vasectomy (because fewer kids in a family mean smarter kids). Conley encourages
parents to draw on the latest data to rear children, if only because that level of
engagement with kids will produce solid and happy ones. Ultimately these
experiments are very loving, and the outcomes are redemptive—even when
Conley’s sassy kids show him the limits of his profession. Parentology teaches you
everything you need to know about the latest literature on parenting—with lessons
that go down easy. You’ll be laughing and learning at the same time.

My First Math Book
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the room! If you're looking
for toddler homeschooling books similar to Baby Loves Quantum Physics then
you'll love Nuclear Physics for Babies, the next installment of the Baby University
board book series by Chris Ferrie! Written by industry experts, Nuclear Physics for
Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to what goes on in the center of atoms.
Babies (and grownups!) will learn all about the nucleus and the amazing process of
nuclear decay. Co-written by Cara Florance, who has a PhD in Biochemistry and a
BS in Chemistry with work experience in astrobiololgy and radiation
decontamination. With a tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will love, this
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physics for babies installment of the Baby University board book series is the
perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even the youngest scientists. After all,
it's never too early to become a nuclear physicist! Baby University: It only takes a
small spark to ignite a child's mind. Other Baby University titles include: Quantum
Physics for Babies Quantum Computing for Babies Neural Networks for Babies
Organic Chemistry for Babies

Non-Euclidean Geometry for Babies
Fans of Chris Ferrie's Rocket Science for Babies, Quantum Physics for Babies, and 8
Little Planets will love this introduction to organic chemistry for babies and
toddlers! It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind. Written by an expert,
Organic Chemistry for Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to the structure of
organic, carbon-containing compounds and materials. Gift your special little one
the opportunity to learn with this perfect science baby gift and help them be one
step ahead of pre-med students! With a tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will
love, this installment of the Baby University baby board book series is the perfect
way to introduce STEM concepts for babies and toddlers. After all, it's never too
early to become an organic chemist! If you're looking for the perfect STEAM book
for teachers, science toys for babies, or chemistry toys for kids, look no further!
Organic Chemistry for Babies offers fun early learning for your little scientist!

Neural Networks for Babies
This alphabetical installment of the Baby University series is the perfect
introduction for even the youngest physicists! A is for Atom B is for Black Hole C is
for Charge From atom to zero-point energy, The ABCs of Physics is a colorfully
simple introduction for babies—and grownups—to a new physics concept for every
letter of the alphabet. Written by an expert, each page in this physics primer
features multiple levels of text so the book grows along with your little scientist.
Also in the Baby University Series: ABCs of Science ABCs of Mathematics Rocket
Science for Babies Baby University: It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's
mind.

Cambridge Learner's Dictionary with CD-ROM
The bestselling scientific series is expanding! With scientific and mathematical
information from an expert, this is the perfect book for enlightening the next
generation of geniuses. Introduce your baby to programming and computer basics
in this must-have board book for nerdy babies! Written by industry experts,
Quantum Computing for Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to the magical
world of quantum computers. Babies (and grownups!) will discover the difference
between bits and qubits and how quantum computers will change our future. With
a tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will love, this installment of the Baby
University board book series is the perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even
the youngest scientists. After all, it's never too early to become a quantum
physicist! Baby University: It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind. Other
Baby University titles include: Quantum Physics for Babies Rocket Science for
Babies Neural Networks for Babies Organic Chemistry for Babies
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Aerothermodynamics of Gas Turbine and Rocket Propulsion
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the room! Written by an
expert, Optical Physics for Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to the
principles of linear optics. Babies (and grownups!) will learn the difference between
reflection and refraction and why both are necessary to create wonderful things
like rainbows. With a tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will love, this
installment of the Baby University board book series is the perfect way to introduce
basic concepts to even the youngest scientists. After all, it's never too early to
become a physicist! Baby University: It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's
mind.

Robotics for Babies
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Biology, ABCs of Space, and Quantum Physics for
Babies will love this introduction to aerospace engineering for babies and toddlers!
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the room! It only takes a
small spark to ignite a child's mind. Written by an expert, Rocket Science for
Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to aerospace engineering. Babies (and
grownups!) will learn about the basics of how lift and thrust make things fly. With a
tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will love, this installment of the Baby
University board book series is the perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even
the youngest scientists. After all, it's never too early to become a rocket scientist!
If you're looking for engineer board books, infant science books, or more Baby
University board books to surprise your little one, look no further! Rocket Science
for Babies offers fun early learning for your little scientist!

Bayesian Probability for Babies
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the room! Written by an
expert, Quantum Information for Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to one of
the fastest-growing areas of technology research. Babies (and grownups!) will
learn all about qubits, information systems, and more. With a tongue-in-cheek
approach that adults will love, this installment of the Baby University board book
series is the perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even the youngest
scientists. After all, it's never too early to become a quantum physicist! Baby
University: It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind.

Baby Medical School: My Doctor's Visit
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Space, Organic Chemistry for Babies, and Quantum
Physics for Babies will love this introduction to astrophysics for babies and
toddlers! Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the room! It only
takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind. Written by an expert, Astrophysics for
Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to the study of how physics and chemistry
affect heavenly bodies in space. Babies (and grownups!) will learn all about our
universe. With a tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will love, this installment of
the Baby University board book series is the perfect way to introduce basic
concepts to even the youngest scientists. After all, it's never too early to become
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an astrophysicist! If you're looking for geek baby books, quantum information for
babies, or more Baby University board books to surprise your little one, look no
further! Astrophysics for Babies offers fun early learning for your little scientist!

Quantum Physics for Babies
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Economics, ABCs of Space, and Organic Chemistry
for Babies will love this introduction to neural networks for babies and toddlers!
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the room! It only takes a
small spark to ignite a child's mind. Neural Networks for Babies by Chris Ferrie is a
colorfully simple introduction to the study of how machines and computing
systems are created in a way that was inspired by the biological neural networks in
animal and human brains. With scientific and mathematical information from an
expert, this installment of the Baby University board book series is the perfect
book for enlightening the next generation of geniuses. After all, it's never too early
to become a scientist! If you're looking for programming for babies, coding for
babies, or more Baby University board books to surprise your little one, look no
further! Neural Networks for Babies offers fun early learning for your little scientist!

ABCs of Space
This alphabetical space baby book installment of the Baby University series is the
perfect space introduction story for even the youngest astronomers and makes for
a great space-themed baby gift! ABCs of Space is a colorfully simple introduction
to space for toddlers and grownups. Using a new astronomical concept for every
letter of the alphabet, your baby will learn their ABCs as they explore the universe!
Written by experts in the fields of astrophysics and mathematics, each page in this
cosmic primer features multiple levels of text and learning so that the book will
grow along with your little learner. Also in the Baby University Series: ABCs of
Science ABCs of Physics Astrophysics for Babies Baby University: It only takes a
small spark to ignite a child's mind.

Electromagnetism for Babies
Lightscameraaction! Bring your LEGO minifigures to life with this beginner-friendly
guide to stop-motion animation. Ten "Mini Movies" walk you through using your
phone, tablet, or computer to make short, funny clips with step-by-step
instructions. Set the stage with any of the six included background settings and
thirty-six LEGO elements, including a pizza, banana, baseball cap, six minifigure
heads, and more! Plus, learn the tricks of the trade as you dive into more
advanced skills, such as lighting, sound effects, and camera angles. With these tips
and tricks, every movie you make is guaranteed to be a successful smash hit.

Astrophysics for Babies
It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind! The ABCs of
Economicsintroduces babies (and grownups!) to a new economic concept for each
letter of the alphabet, from asymmetric, business cycle, and capital, all the way to
zero sum. With a tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will love, this installment of
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the Baby University board book series is the perfect way to introduce basic
concepts to even the youngest economists.

ABCs of Biology
Written by a doctor, Cell Biology for Babies offers an introduction to the wonders of
the human body. This interactive picture book teaches young readers about the
parts of a cell, the basic building block of life, and builds a foundation for future
science education. Through words and pictures, this book for children captures the
imagination, stimulates curiosity, and facilitates a love for science in the next
generation.

ABCs of Economics
The Pythagorean Theorem for Babies is intended to introduce babies to the
principles of the Pythagorean Theorem, and also provides a colorful proof of the
theorem. Mathematician Fred Carlson believes that it's never too early to introduce
children, and even babies, to the basic concepts of advanced mathematics. He is
sure that after reading this book, the second in his Mathematics for Babies series,
you will agree with him! If you like this book, please also check out "Non-Euclidean
Geometry for Babies"!

Cell Biology for Babies
Evolution for Babies
An exciting introduction to the solar system from Chris Ferrie, #1 science book
writer for children, and creator of the Baby University series 8 little planets with
the Sun at the center.each one wishing it were a little bit betterOld slow Neptune
felt it was behind.165 years to circle the sun is an awful long time!the 8th little
planet did not worry.It spins on its axis in a really big hurryTo the tune of "Ten
Little Monkeys Jumping on the Bed" comes a new bedtime story from bestselling
author Chris Ferrie that's sure to get little ones excited about the solar system
while learning new facts about each planet!

Blockchain for Babies
Ideal for PET and FCE preparation Packed full of useful study extras, the Cambridge
Learner's Dictionary helps you on your way to becoming a confident, natural
English speaker. With clear definitions, written especially for intermediate level
students, and thousands of examples that put the language into context, this
dictionary is an invaluable companion, whether you are learning English for work or
pleasure, or preparing for an exam. The best bits of the dictionary * NEW!
Improved and expanded study pages include the innovative 'Talk' section,
focussing on conversation, and how people really speak in day-to-day situations. *
NEW! Word Partner boxes show how words are used together, helping you develop
natural sounding English. * NEW! Special 'new words' section focuses on the latest
words to enter the English language, ensuring that the language you learn is
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always up to date. * NEW! Thesaurus boxes make your English sound more natural
by providing alternatives to over-used words, helping you to widen your
vocabulary. * Learner Error notes taken from the Cambridge Learner Corpus based on real student errors from Cambridge ESOL papers - help you to avoid
typical mistakes. The Cambridge Learner's Dictionary CD-ROM includes the whole
dictionary in a handy searchable format and much more, too! You can listen to
every word in British and American English - and even record yourself for
comparison. The best bits of the CD-ROM * UNIQUE! SMART thesaurus helps build
vocabulary and allows you to create topic-related word lists at the click of a button.
* QUICKfind, a mini pop-up version of the dictionary, lets you look up words as you
work with no effort. * Hundreds of interactive vocabulary practice exercises - to
use on-screen, or print out for classroom use - help you to monitor your progress.

Quantum Entanglement for Babies
Fans of Chris Ferrie's Organic Chemistry for Babies, Rocket Science for Babies, and
Quantum Physics for Babies will love this introduction to the technology behind
Bitcoin for cryptologists of all ages! Help your future genius become the smartest
baby in the room! It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind. Full of
scientific information from notable experts, this is the perfect book to teach
complex concepts in a simple, engaging way. Blockchain for Babies is a colorfully
simple introduction to the technology behind Bitcoin for cryptologists of all ages.
After all, it's never too early to become a scientist! If you're looking for computer
science baby books, computers for babies, or baby computers, look no further!
Blockchain for Babies offers fun early learning for your little scientist!

ABCs of Science
Finally, a scientific series that treats babies like the geniuses they are! With
scientific and mathematical information from an expert, this is the perfect book for
the next Einstein. Written by an expert, Quantum Entanglement for Babies is a
colorfully simple introduction to one of nature's weirdest phenomenons. Babies
(and grownups!) will learn about the wild world of quantum particles. With a
tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will love, this installment of the Baby
University board book series is the perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even
the youngest scientists. After all, it's never too early to become a quantum
physicist! Baby University: It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind.

ABCs of Physics
The storybook adventure of two friends as they discover the wonders of calculus.

Curious Baby Counting
Fans of Chris Ferrie's Organic Chemistry for Babies, Rocket Science for Babies, and
8 Little Planets will love this introduction to quantum physics for babies and
toddlers! It only takes a small spark to ignite a child's mind. Written by an expert,
Quantum Physics for Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to the principle that
gives quantum physics its name. Babies (and grownups!) will discover that the wild
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world of atoms never comes to a standstill. With a tongue-in-cheek approach that
adults will love, this installment of the Baby University board book series is the
perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even the youngest scientists. After all,
it's never too early to become a quantum physicist! If you're looking for the perfect
quantum physics gift, quantum physics book, or more Baby University books for
your little one, look no further! Quantum Physics for Babies offers fun early
learning for your little scientist!

My First 100 Art Words
Babies will enjoy learning to recognize and count the adorable farm animals in this
cute ebook.

Optical Physics for Babies
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the room! Written by an
expert, Newtonian Physics for Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to Newton's
laws of motion. Babies (and grownups!) will learn all about mass, acceleration, the
force of gravity, and more. With a tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will love,
this installment of the Baby University board book series is the perfect way to
introduce basic concepts to even the youngest scientists. After all, it's never too
early to become a physicist!

Newtonian Physics for Babies
Chris Ferrie fans will love this perfect educational art book for babies and toddlers
featuring essential STEAM words from the #1 Science author! Babies and toddlers
are curious and ready to learn! Introduce them to art words that go beyond the
basics with this first 100 words baby board book. From painting to photography,
from music to theater, from literature to history and more, this is the bright and
simple introduction to the smart words every budding scholar needs! Surprise your
special little one at birthdays, baby showers, holidays, and beyond with the
amazing opportunity to discover with this baby and toddler learning book! My First
100 Art Words makes a wonderful addition to many other gifts you may be
searching for, such as baby first birthday gifts for girls and boys, early
development toys for babies, baby learning games, gift sets for babies and
toddlers, and more!

Rocket Science for Babies
Help your future genius become the smartest baby in the room! Written by an
expert, Statistical Physics for Babies is a colorfully simple introduction to the
second law of thermodynamics. Babies (and grownups!) will learn all about
entropy, probability, and more. With a tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will
love, this installment of the Baby University board book series is the perfect way to
introduce basic concepts to even the youngest scientists. After all, it's never too
early to become a scientist! Baby University: It only takes a small spark to ignite a
child's mind.
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Quantum Information for Babies
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Science, Organic Chemistry for Babies, and Quantum
Physics for Babies will love this introduction to Einstein's most famous theory! Help
your future genius become the smartest baby in the room! It only takes a small
spark to ignite a child's mind. Written by an expert, General Relativity for Babies is
a colorfully simple introduction to Einstein's most famous theory. Babies (and
grownups!) will learn all about black holes, gravitational waves, and more. With a
tongue-in-cheek approach that adults will love, this installment of the Baby
University board book series is the perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even
the youngest scientists. After all, it's never too early to become a quantum
physicist! If you're looking for books similar to Baby Loves Science by Ruth Spiro,
quantum information for babies, or infant science books, look no further! General
Relativity for Babies offers fun early learning for your little quantum physicist!

ABCs of Mathematics
My First Math Book is a vibrant and exciting way to introduce babies and toddlers
to simple math symbols and equations. It is never too early to begin developing
your child's interest in and love for mathematics.

Parentology
From the #1 science author for kids comes this next installment in the best-selling
Baby University series! Climate Change for Babies introduces babies (and
grownups!) answers the question so many people have: what is climate change
and what are we doing about it? Written by an expert, this is the perfect book for
enlightening the next generation of geniuses. It�s never too early to become a
scientist!

Statistical Physics for Babies
Fans of Chris Ferrie's ABCs of Biology, ABCs of Space, and ABCs of Physics will love
this introduction to engineering for babies and toddlers! This alphabetical
installment of the Baby University baby board book series is the perfect
introduction to science for infants and toddlers. It makes a wonderful science baby
gift for even the youngest engineer. Give the gift of learning to your little one at
birthdays, baby showers, holidays, and beyond! A is for Amplifier B is for Battery C
is for Carnot Engine From amplifier to zoning, the ABCs of Engineering is a
colorfully simple introduction to STEM for babies and toddlers to a new engineering
concept for every letter of the alphabet. Written by two experts, each page in this
engineering primer features multiple levels of text so the book grows along with
your little engineer. If you're looking for the perfect STEAM book for teachers,
science toys for babies, or engineer toys for kids, look no further! ABCs of
Engineering offers fun early learning for your little scientist!
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